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On the Uniqueness of the Decomposition of a Link
By Yoko HASHIZUME

§ 0. Introduction.
A link of multiplicity n is a collection of n disjoint simple closed
oriented polygons in the 3-sphere S3. Especially a link of multiplicity
1 is a so-called knot. H. Schubert [1] showed that the genus of the
product of two knots is equal to the sum of their genera and that every
knot is decomposable in a unique way into prime knots. The purpose
of this paper is to extend his results to the case of links.
In § 1, using some of the results and methods due to H. Schubert
[1], we define the product of links and prove some preliminary theorems.
In § 2, we define decomposition systems for non trivial and non
separable links, and prove by the aid of the decomposition system the
following
MAIN THEOREM. Every non trivial and non separable link can be
decomposed uniquely into prime links.

For the links of multiplicity 1, this theorem coincides with H.
Schubert's result. But our proof is simpler than his.
The author gratefully acknowledges the guidance of Professor H.
Terasaka and S. Kinoshita in preparing this paper.
§ 1. A link of multiplicity n is a collection of n disjoint simple
closed oriented polygons in the 3-sphere S3 υ . Two links / and Γ are
said to be equivalent and denoted by / ^ /', if there exists an orientation
preserving semilinear mapping S3 onto itself which maps one of them
onto the other. Especially, a link of multiplicity 1 is a so-called knot.
Throughout this paper we shall denote by / a link, and by k a knot.
We shall say that / has μ components, if there are μ disjoint cubes
Qi> •" >QJ? for /such that /nQ, = 0, lr\Q£Φφ (i = ly-- ,μ) and there are
no μ + 1 disjoint cubes with these properties. A link with multiplicity
1) In the following S3 will be taken as the boundary of a 4-simplex in 4-dimensional Euclidean space R4. To simplify our observation, we chose "infinity" of S3 as a vertex of this
4-simplex, and call the opposite 3-simplex the base simplex and denote it by J3.
2) Such expressions as cubes, spheres, surfaces, disks, arcs, etc. should be understood all
simplicial and mappings should be understood all semilinear S3 onto itself.
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1 is said to be non separable. A link / is said to be trivial, if each
component of / consists of a single triangle.
Let Q be a solid cube and let l=(klf ••• , kn) be a link which has an
arc v of kι in common with the boundary Q of Q, the remaining l—υ
lying wholly within Q except for v. Setting l—v = l*, we shall say that
(/*, Q) is a representation of I (with respect to kι), or /* represents I in
Q (with respect to k{). We shall call v a joining arc of /* on Q. If we
replace v by an arbitrary joining arc vf of /* on Q such that 1*\JV'
makes a link /', then we have V « / by an analogous argument to Satz 1
of [1].
A cube Q will be said to be an admissible cube of /, if lr\Q consists
of just two points. We shall denote by Qc the complemental cube of Q,
i.e. S ^ Q .
Let Q be an admissible cube of /. If lr\Q represents I1 = (k\, ••• , kl)
in Q with respect to k\ and lr\Qc represents I2 = (kf, ••• , kl,) in Qc with
respect to k2j9 then / is said to be a product of /x <z/zd /2 associated with
(k], k))y and denoted by / = / l f Λ / 2 . If we take no notice of the locality
of the product, then we say merely that / is a product of lλ and l2 and
denote / by h*l2. We say also that Q cut out lλ from I and l2 is the
rest link of I with respect to Q. Then we have
Lemma 1. For every two links l=(k\y ••• ykl) and I2 = (kly ••• , A&),
there exists lλ . l2 uniquely, where i and j are a given pair of integers with
l<Li<Ln and l<*j<Lm.
The proof is essentially the same as Satz 3 of [1] and is omitted.
We shall denote by m(l) the multiplicity of /. Then it follows
directly from the definition of the products:
Theorem 1. If l = lrl29 then m(l) = m(l1) + m(l2) — l.
I is said to be prime, if / is non separable and if, whenever l = lx l2,
one of l19 l2 is trivial.
EXAMPLES.

(1) /j (Fig. 1) is a prime link.
(2) l2 (Fig. 2) is a non prime link which is the product of two lλ.
In the same way as the case for knots [2], we can span for an
arbitrary given link / a connected orientable singularity free surface F.
If we denote by g(F) the genus of F, the minimal number of g(F) for
all choices of such F will be called the genus of I and will be denoted
by g(l). Then we have the following
Theorem 2. If l = lrl2, then g(l) = g(h) + g(l2).
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REMARK. A product l=lx
.ί2 depends in general on the pair (i, j),
but its genus is uniquely determined only by lx and /2.
Since Theorem 2 is proved by an analogous way to the proof of
Satz 4 of [ 1 ] , using a lemma which is a generalization of Hilfssatz 7
of [1] for the case of links, the proof is omitted.
For the case of knots, we know that g(k) = 0, if and only if k is
trivial and that if g(k) = l then k is prime (cf. Satz 6 of [1]). But by

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

our definition of links, the circumstances are very different from the case
of knots. For example, lx (Fig. 1) is a link of genus 0 but non trivial, and
l2 (Fig. 2) is a link of genus 0 but neither trivial nor prime. We can
only verify the following:
Theorem 3. If g(l) = 0 and m(/)—2, and if I is non separable, then
I is prime.
Proof.

Let l = lrl2.

Then by Theorem 2 g(ll) = g(l2) = 0.

On the
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other hand, since m(l) — 2, either m ί / J ^ l or m(l2) = l. We may assume
without loss of generality that 171(1^ = 1. Then from gilJ^Q it follows
that lx is trivial. Hence / is prime.
We have further
Theorem 4 3) . Let l=lrl2.
If one of l19 l2 is a trivial knot, then the
other is equivalent to L Conversely if one of lλ, l2 is equivalent to /, then
the other is a trivial knot.
Proof. The first part is clear (cf. Satz 5 of [1]). To prove the
second part, let l^lλ.
Then clearly m(l)=m(l1).
But since
m(l)=m(l1Ί2)
= m(l2) + m(l2) — ly we have m(/2) = l, what is the same, l2 is a knot. From
Theorem 2, it follows that g(l2) = 0, i.e. l2 is a trivial knot.
§ 2. In this section we shall consider only about non separable links.
We shall use the following notations. Let Q be the admissible cube
of /, that is, a cube intersecting / in just two points, and let
Q19'"9Qn
be admissible cubes of / in IntQ such that Qf.AQy = 0 (/, j=l, ••• ,«).
Then take out all the maximal cubes4) {Q nl , •••, Qnm} from {Qly ••• , Q J .
Let v, vnl — ,vnm be joining arcs of / on Q, Q n i, ,©„„, respectively.
T h e n lr\(S3-(Qc\jQnl\J

••• \jQnJ)

t o g e t h e r with v, vnl,-

,vnm

make a

link as shown in Fig. 3. We denote it by /—(0 c + Q 1 + ••• + Q J .
Lemma 2. Let l = lt . l2 and let (/*, Q) be a representation of I. Then
there exists an admissible cube Qx of I inside Q such that l* = l*r\Q1
represents lx in Qλ with respect to k{ and l—(Qc + Q1) is equivalent to l2
(Fig. 4).
Since Lemma 2 is easily proved almost in the same way as the proof
of Hilfssatz 8 of [1], we omit the proof.
© = {(l19 Q x ), ••• , (/w, Qn)} will be called a decomposition system of I,
if it satisfies the following conditions:
(D I ) Each Qi is an admissible cube of /.
(D II) For each pair of different Qt and Qjy Qir\Qj = φ or
e
QiClntQj or Q y CIntQ, , or Qi= Q j.
3
(D III) S = Q1\J - \jQn.
(D IV) Let Qj,~ ,Qt be all the cubes contained in IntQz . Then
c
li^l—(Q + Qj+ "- +©/) and each l{ is prime.
(D V) / is a product of l19 ••• , ln.
3) Theorem 4 is the extension of Satz 5 of [1] to links.
4) We say that Q, is maximal in {Ql9...Qn}, if there is no Q ; in {Qi,...,Q«} such th .t
QiCJntQj.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Now we shall show that
Theorem 5. For every non trivial and non prime link, there exists
at least one decomposition system.
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Proof. Since / is neither trivial nor prime, there exists an admissible cube Q1 such that I=l1 l2y where l* = lr\Ql7 l* = lr\Q{.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we have

Here m(/, ) ^ l ( ί = l , 2). But if e.g. m(l1) = l and g(l1) = Oy then /x
must be trivial, contradicting the way of decomposition, therefore m(/x)
+ g(l1)^.2.
Thus we have
fn(li) + g(Ii)<m(l)+g(I)

i = 1, 2 (1).

Here we put Q2 = QC. If /,. (/ = 1, 2) is not prime, then there exists
by Lemma 2 an admissible cube Qix in IntQ, such that /,- = lix li2, where
ifi — li^Qn, li2=:li—(QCi+Qii).
Next suppose li2 {i — 1,2) is not prime.

Fig. 5.

Then we decompose li2 into two links with the aid of an admissible cube
Qi2 of / lying wholly within Q{ and such that Qiλr\Qi2 = $ as shown in
Fig. 5.
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We proceed with these decomposition procedures. Then these procedures cannot continue indefinitely as will be seen easily from (1), and
each factor link comes finally to be prime.
Renumbering the cubes and links above obtained, we obtain a system
®={(/ 1 ? QJ , -~ , (ln, Qn)}> From the way of the construction of 3) it
is clear that 3) satisfies the conditions (D I)-(D V). Thus Theorem 5
is proved.
Let ®={(11,Q1),-,(1H,QJ}
and 3y = {(//, Q/), ••• , (&, Q'J} be
decomposition systems of a link. An element (liy Q{) of 3) and an
element (I'j9 Q'3) of 3)' will be called equivalent and denoted by (/,-, Qi)
^(lj> Q'j), if li^l'f
® and 3)' will be called equivalent and denoted by
3)»Sy, if n — rn and if there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the elements of 3) and the elements of 35' such that the corresponding
elements are equivalent. (/,-, Q{) will be called an end of ®, if there is
no Q. in 3) such that Q y O n t Q, .
Lemma 3. For arbitrary given two decomposition systems 3)={(/1, ζ?x),
- , ( / * , Qn)}

and <£/= {(//, Q/), - , ( « . , Q£,)} Ό / ίAβ same I and an end

of 3Y, say (//, Q/), there exists a decomposition system ®" ={(/", Q"),
'" > (In9 QήΊ} of I satisfying the following conditions'.
(1)
®"^®.
(2) (lϊ, Qϊ) is an end of 3)/7 such that V{^1{ and either //*CI/ί'*
or
Proof. First we deform /, ® and 3)r by an isotopic simplicial
deformation into the following forms without changing the other
circumstances50:
(1) Ql is a 3-simplex in the interior of the base simplex Δ3.
(2) Let lr\Q1'={AyB).
Then A and B are respectively in the
interior of certain 2-simplexes which are boundary simplexes
of Q/.
(3) /, {Q19 ... , QH}, {Q/, - , QL} C I n t Δ3.
(4) Neither A nor B is a vertex of /.
Thereafter we give a simplicial decomposition 8 on l\j(\jQi) such
that ,8 is so fine that if σ is a simplex of 8 such that σAQ/Φ(J, then
there is no simplex σ of 8 such that σ r\ {(\JQ/) — Q/}Φ0 and σΛσφfl.
From the above condition and (l)-(4), we can further deform 0/ and 3)
such that it satisfies the following conditions, without moving / and
without changing the other circumstances.
5) See pp. 89-pp. 90 [1].
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(5) A
(6) Neither A nor B is a vertex of 8.
(7) Every vertex of Q/ is not on Q{ (i = l, ••• , w).
(8) The intersection of any edge of Q/ and any edge of 8 is null.
From the above conditions it follows that Q / A ( ^ 4 ) consists of a
I

finite number of simple closed curves. We call them the cut lines on
Q/. By the usual method, we are going to delete these cut lines from
Q/y replacing 3) by an equivalent one. Take out one of the innermost
cut lines on Q/, and name it c. Then there is a disk E on Q/ bounded
by c such that there are no more cut lines on E. First we are going
to delete c without getting new cut lines on Q/. Suppose cCZQ^Q/.
Since Q{r\E=c the following two cases are to be considered:
Case I : Ed Qi and Case I I : E<CQh
Case I. c divides Qf into two disks Dlf D2 such that D1r\D2 = D1
= D2 = c and D1\jD2 = Qi. E divides Q, into two cubes Qily Qi2 such that
E=Qilr\Qi2, Qil\jQi2 = Qi and Qij = DJ\jE (/ = 1, 2). We put hereafter

O

The following three cases actually occur in this case.
(0) Neither A nor B is contained in E.
(1) One of the A, B is contained in E and the other is not contained in E.
(2) Both A and B are contained in E.

Case I (0). ECQi

AyB£E.

In this case, either C, DeD1 or C, DeD2y because ίr\Qij = ίr\Dj
(j = l>2) must consist of even number of points. Without loss of
generality we may assume that C, DeD1 as Fig. 6.
Then lr\Qi2 = φ. For, if lr\Qg2Φφ9 then form the facts lr\Qi2 = φ
and /r\Q£ 2 Φ0(3C, D), it follows that / is separable, which contradicts
our first assumption.
Hence lr\Qi2=φ.
Therefore lr\Qi = lr\Qil. Then we cut off Qi2
from Qi. Shifting slightly all the vertices of a certain simplicial decomposition of QiΊ on E to one direction, we can delete the cut line c from
Qi as shown in Fig. 7, without giving rise to any new cut lines on Q/
and without changing the other circumstances. We write the cube thus
obtained still by the same symbol Q t l . Then replacing (/t , Q£) by (/,-, Qtl)
in the decomposition system ®, we obtain a decomposition system ®
which is obviously equivalent to ®. Since c is deleted, the number of
6) Such simplicial decomposition ,3 is obtained by refining arbitrary given one.
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the cut lines on Q/ is diminished at least by one from the original one.
If C, D€D2, then we may merely exchange the number 1 and 2 in the
above process.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Case I (1). E C Of
AeE,B£E.
In this case one of C, D is contained in Dx and the other is contained
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in D2. We may assume without loss of generality that C £ Dx and D 6 D2.
By the definition of the decomposition system /,• = /— (Qc-+-Qy-f- ••• +Q/),
where QJ9 ~-yQι are all the cubes of 35 in IntQ. . Let /,.* = /,.—#,., where
f, is the joining arc of / on Q{ and let /f * A Q t l , /f * A Qf2 represent liλ, /ί2
in Q,-!, Qi2 respectively. Then it is easy to see that /,- = /tl li2. Since /t
is prime, one of lil9 li2 must be trivial. We may assume without loss
of generality that li2 is trivial. Then by Theorem 4, li^lix (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8.

Then we cut off Qi2 from Qim Thereafter deforming Q t l in the same
way as Case I (0), we delete the cut line c (Fig. 9). Replacing (/,-, Q{)
by (/fi, Qn) in ®, we obtain a decomposition system 35 which is obviously
equivalent to 35.
Case I (2). ECQi
A,BeE.
In this case, it follows without loss of generality that C, D^Dι.
Then we may assume that the joining arc v£ of /f * on Q{ is contained
in A Let / n Q ί 2 represent /f2 in Qi2 and let the rest link of l{ with
respect to Qi2 be //2. Then /f = / , Ί /,2 as shown in Fig. 10. Since /,- is
prime, one of lil9 li2 must be trivial.
First suppose that liλ is trivial. Then we cut off Qiλ from Q{.
Deforming then Qi2 by the usual way, we may delete the cut line c.
Since lix is trivial, li2^li.
Moreover lr\Qi2 clearly consists of just two
points Ay B. Replacing then (/t , <?,-) by (li2y Qi2) in 3), we obtain a
decomposition system 3) which is obviously equivalent to ®.
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C

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Next suppose that li2 is trivial. It is easy to see that either
lr\Qi2CQ' or lr\Qi2CQίe
Suppose that lr\Qi2cZQίc- Then / - ( / A Q ^ ^ Q / . Let u be an arc
joining A and B on £ as shown in Fig. 11. Then since (//, Q/) is an
end of ®', (l-(lr\Qi2))\ju^h\
Set (l-(lr\Qi2))\ju = lf and Γr\Qi = liι
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and let the rest link of V with respect to Qt be /". Then obviously
Γ = lil.l/\ Since // is prime and since liλ is not trivial by assumption,
Γ must be trivial. Then ® does not satisfy the condition (D IV), which
contradicts that ® is a decomposition system of /.

Fig. 11.

Hence we have lr\Qi2dQ/.
Since (//, Q/) is an end of ®' and li2
is trivial, one and only one cube of ®, say Qu is contained in Qi2 as
shown in Fig. 12. Then it is easy to see that (lly QJ is an end of ® and
lx^U
and l^dH*.
When li2 is trivial in Case I (2), thus Lemma 3 is
proved.
Case II. ECQϊ
E divides Q? into two cubes Mly M2 such that
M1r\M2=Ey
M1\jM2 ==Q<i and MJ = E\JDJ (j=l, 2). Since there is no cut line on E,
one of Mi or M 2 , say Ml9 is contained in Q{c.
Let Ey Dly D2y etc. have the same meanings as in Case I. There are
three cases, Case II (0), Case II (1) and Case II (2) to be considered.

Case II (0). ECQϊ.

AyB£E.

If lr\M1 = φy then replace Q, by Qi = Qi\jM1. Then we delete c by
the usual way as shown in Fig. 13, and replace (liy Q{) by (/,-, Qt ) in ®.
2)r= {(lly QJ, •••,(/,-, Qi)y •" , (/w, Qn)} thus obtained is obviously a decomposition system of / equivalent to ®. Therefore we assume below that
/ A Mx 4=0.

295
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Fig. 12.

c'

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

From the above assumption and from the fact that A, B <fc E, both
C and D must be on D1 since / is non separable. We take a cube Q in
IntM; so close by Mι that lr\Q= {C, D'} and CC\ ΌΌf are line segments
and Qr\Qj = ψ (j=l, ••• , n) as shown in Fig. 14. Let Qh, ••• , Qk be all
the cubes of ® contained in Q (there may be no such cubes). It is
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easy to see that lC^Mx\jQim Since there is no cube in 3) which contains
Qif one of Qϊ, Qi, -~ ,Qi, say Q\ must coincide with some cube of 3),
say Qλ. If we set 1—{QC + Qh + ••• +Qk) = ϊy then clearly Ί^lx.
Further
it is clear that /— (Q + Qj+ ••• + Qι)^liy
where Qjy~,Qi
are all the
cubes of 3) in IntQ t . Then replacing (l19 Q±) by equivalent (7, Q) and
(h> Qi) by equivalent (/— (Q-f Qy + ••• + Q/), Qc) in 35, we obtain a decomposition system 3> of / which is equivalent to 3X Thus the cut line c
is deleted from Q/, and from the way of the construction of 35, there
arise no new cut lines on Q/.

Case II (1). EC Qϊ.

AeE,B£

E.

In this case, one of C, Z) is contained in Dx and the other is contained
in D2. We may assume without loss of generality that CeD1.
We take
a cube Q in Int M1 so close by Aζ that lr\Q={A',
C'} and AA7, CC
and line segments and QrλQ.=φ (j=l, ••• , «). Let Qh> — , Q^, Q y , ••• , Q ;
and / have the same meanings as in Case II (0).

O

Fig. 15.

If / is trivial, then we replace Qt by Qi = Qi\jM1. It is clear that
e
Qi is also an admissible cube of /. Then obviously /,- = /— (Q t + Q y + •••
+ Q/)«/-(Q< + Qy+ — + O / + QA+ — +Q Λ ). We then delete c by the
usual way as shown in Fig. 15. Then replaing (/,-, Qf ) by (/—(<3<+QyH—
-^Q/ + QΛ^ +Q*), Gί) in 2), we obtain a decomposition system S> of /
which is equivalent to 3).
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If / is non trivial, then the following two cases actually occur: (A)
There exists a Qr in ® such that Qidlnt Qr. (B) There is no such Qr
as (A).
Case (A). In this case we choose Qr such that there is no Qt in ®
such as QidQtCiQr as shown in Fig. 16. Let Q, , Qjy ••• ,QS be all the

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.
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cubes in 3) contained in Qr. Then it is easy to see that l—(Qϊ
+ - +©,)«/*. Therefore &={&, Oi),-, (/-(Q; + 0 + 0 y + - + Q.), Or)
••-,(/*> QJh which is obtained by replacing (/,-, Q, ) by (/-(Q? + Q+O y
+ ••• + 0 J , Qr)> is obviously a decomposition system of / equivalent to 35.
Case (B). By the definition of the decomposition system, one of
Qίy Oί, * * , Qi must coincide with some cube of 3). We may assume
c
without loss of generality that Q i = Q1. Then it is easy to see that
7«/ l β Replacing (/,, Oi) by (/, Q) and (/,-, Qt) by (/-(O' + Oy + - +0/),
c
Q )y we obtain a decomposition system 35 of / which is equivalent to 35
(Fig. 17). Thus in Case II (1), the cut line c is deleted without getting
new cut lines on Q/.
Case II (2). ECQϊ
A,BeE.
We need not consider this case. For, if we choose any other one
of the innermost cut lines on Q/, then we can delete it, because it
belongs to Case I (0) or Case II (0). Next we delete another one of the
innermost cut lines. Thus finally there remains only one cut line c on
Q/. The c is a cut line of Case I (0). Hence we can delete c from Q/.
Repeating step by step the above deleting process, we can delete
finally all the cut lines from Q/. Let the decomposition system of /
finally obtained be 35"= {(/'/, Q[')9 ... , (/£', Q'n')}. Then Q1'r\(\jQi) = ύ.
i

From the condition (D V) it follows directly that there is at least one
cube of 35, say Q", such that Q"rλ(2/Φ0. Then the following two cases
are to be considered:
(1) Qί'CInt 0/.

(2) Q/CInt Qί'.

Case (1). Let Ir\QΪ represents 7lβ Then clearly /1/ = 7 (/-0 / c + 0ί/)).
Since // is prime and I is non trivial, /— (Q/C + Oί0 must be trivial,
accordingly // = / as shown in Fig. 18. Then there cannot exist any
cube of ®" in IntOi7. Hence /~/ί' and (/'/, Qϊ) is an end of 35" and
obviously %*=lr\Q'J[=lr\Ql=ll*. Thus in Case (1), Lemma 3 is proved.
Case (2). We may suppose that there is no Q" of 3)" such that
0/OntO'/. If (#> OίO is an end of 5)", then it is easy to see that
//»/", since the circumstances are the same as Case (1). Therefore
dϊ, OiO«(/Λ QiO and / ^ O Ί ' * .
Hence suppose that (/'/, Q[') is not an end of 35". Let Q", •• ,0 / /
be all the cubes of 3)" contained in Q". Then take out one of the
maximal cubes from Oί7, ••• ,07 and put it Q", i.e. there is no Q" such
that Oί'COyCOί 7 . Then it is easy to see that 1^1/
and
+ ••• + 0 / + ••• +Q7/) as shown in Fig. 19. Therefore
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replacing (/'/, Q'/) by (/-(QΊ'c
+ 0 / + - + Q'/), Qi') and (//, QJ')
by (// Q/) in ®", we have a decomposition system of / equivalent to ®",
which we write still by ®". Then (//, Q/) is an end of ®". Hence
Lemma 3 is also proved in Case (2). Thus the proof of Lemm 3 is
complete.

/A

Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.
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Main Theorem. Every non trivial and non separable link can be
decomposed uniquely into prime links.
Proof. Let / be an arbitrary given non trivial and non separable
link and let ® = {(/,, Qx), ••• , (/„, QJ}, <£/ = {(//, Q/), ••• , ( 4 , Q'J} be
decomposition systems of /. Then by the use of Lemma 3 we can find
an end of 3), say (lly Qx), and an end of ©', say (//, Q/), such that
(li> Qi)^(l/> Qi) and one of l*9 //* is contained in the other. It is
obviously seen that l-Q^l-Q,'
and / « ( l - Q J - l ^ (/-Q/W/
Then
® = { ( / 2 , Q2), •••,(/„ On)} and Sy = { ( / / , Q/), -,•(/;, QC)} are decomposition systems of l—Qx and l—Q/ respectively. As is well known, there
exists a semilinear mapping φ which maps l—Q/ onto l—Q1. Then the
image ^ 2 ) ' = {(φl2\ <PQ2')> •- ΛΦL, ψQL)} of ® by φ is also a decomposition system of l—Q1 and clearly ^ S ' ^ S ) ' . Next we apply the above
method to ® and ^S)'. Thus taking out the equivalent ends from ®
and ® r step by step, we obtain finally the conclusion of the Main
Theorem.
(Received September 29, 1958)
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